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Abstract
The technologies are growing continually and due to this there are a large network of social networking and media collection library is increased. Particularly searching for a video from media libraries on the network has become a challenging task. Presently video search is mainly based on text, titles, descriptions and image features associated with it. There are many methods have been developed to improve the video search performance but they don’t provide high accuracy on top ranked documents. In this paper we present a novel framework that integrates multiple features and help us to improve the video search performance in terms of relatedness of documents. We use semantic mapping and feedback policy to gain high accuracy on top ranked result. The proposed framework may be the most promising framework to gain high accuracy on the top ranked documents. We will provide the result on the basis of two performance parameters namely lost query result and ghost query result.
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I. Introduction
Due to increasing demand of media over the internet leads to design media library for collecting different kinds of videos. There is various popular video collection libraries are available i.e. YouTube and others. But the problem arises where we required fetching the correct video form this library. Video search has developed slowly through several basic search formats which exist today and uses keywords. The keywords for each search can be found in the title of the media, any text attached to the media and content linked web pages, also defined by authors and users of video hosted resources.

Some video search is performed using human powered search, others create technological systems that work automatically to detect what is in the video and match the searchers needs. Many efforts to improve video search including both human powered search as well as writing algorithm that recognize what’s inside the video have meant complete redevelopment of search efforts. The purpose of the search engine is to fulfill user’s need and to provide accurate search results to the user. We should also take care of user behavior while designing search engine. The earlier work [1-2] show that users are highly interested in visiting top ranked documents they hardly check the entire result list. Thus it is more important to provide high accuracy on the top ranked documents.

In this paper, we propose a searching technique that not only improves the search performance but also fetch the most relevant documents and place it on the top of the result list.

II. Related Work
Several methods have been presented to improve the retrieval performance of video search engines. For Example [3-8], which are mainly deals with relevance feedback strategy. Relevance feedback technique is an interactive technique which improves the initial search result but take much time in labeling for updating the query model. On the contrary pseudo relevance feedback method considers that the top ranked documents are relevant and use them to automatically refine the search process [9]. Relevance feedback and Pseudo relevance feedback techniques improve the retrieval performance of video search but do not promise that these relevant shots will be top positioned. Metasearch strategy [10-11] is also used to improve the performance of video search. Meta-search is mainly based on the unequal overlap property in which result obtained by several search engines is combined to form a single list in an optimum way and assign a highest rank to the document which are simultaneously occur in multiple result list. But the main problem associated with metasearch is that in multimodal representations it is very difficult for a user to provide query examples and also it is very hard to access multiple search engines for the same query example.

Recently the reranking methods are used to improve the video search performance. In reranking the initial search results are arranged so that highly relevance documents can be reached on the top of the result list. Usually reranking methods are used in web search for ranking the web pages [12-13]. In multimedia search community reranking technique is successfully implemented in IB-Reranking [14], and CR-Reranking [15]. IB-Reranking uses bottleneck principle to reorder the initial search result and it works only for single feature space while CR-Reranking based on cross reference strategy to hierarchically combine all ranked clusters from various modalities and provides better performance over IB-Reranking. In CR-Reranking firstly initial search results are clustered separately in diversified feature space then ranking the clusters with relevance to the query, and then hierarchically fusing all the ranked clusters using a cross-reference strategy. This overall process of CR-Reranking makes it more time consuming.

III. Research Gap
In order to get the effective and efficient video search technique following key factors should be taken into consideration which are:

- Required to enhance the way of input query: use the relevance query keywords, and example image as input.
- Required to extract the feature space to make effective methods for extracting the most optimal results.
- Required to implement the semantics and text query optimization that understand the user query and perform visual mapping for the query text.

IV. Video Search Techniques
These are some techniques which we have used in our proposed framework.

A. Semantic Mapping
Our aims is to find a set of concepts that have the highest linguistic relatedness to the text queries, To measure such relatedness, required to adopt previously proposed work given in [16] by first building a Semantic Space (SS) and then performing concept reasoning. SS is an orthogonal linear space encapsulating the semantic relationship (mainly is-a relation) among text words. The relationship is learnt from Word Net using an ontology-based measure named WUP [16]. In SS, a concept or word, when projected to this space, is represented as a vector. The semantic
similarity (the quantitative linguistic relatedness) between two concepts $C_i$ and $C_j$ is measured with cosine similarity as:

$$\text{Semantics}(C_i, C_j) = \frac{SC_i \cdot SC_j}{|SC_i| \cdot |SC_j|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $SC_i$ and $SC_j$ are the feature vectors of $C_i$ and $C_j$ in SS respectively. Different from conventional ontology-based measures, SS is a computable space and provides a global view of concepts in determining semantic relatedness between concepts.

Denote $Q = \{q_1, q_2, \ldots\}$ as a text query, and $V = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots\}$ as a concept set. Through projecting the query terms in $Q$ into the SS, the relatedness between a text term $q_i \in Q$ and a concept $C_j \in V$ can be computed by Equation (1). By considering all the query terms and selecting one concept with the highest relatedness for each term, we have

$$S = \bigcup_{q_i \in Q} \arg\max_{C_j \in V} \text{Semantics}(q_i, C_j)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $S$ is the set of semantic concepts selected for query answering, and $\text{Semantics}(q_i, C_j)$.

**B. CR-Reranking**

CR-Reranking [15], combines multimodal features in the manner of cross reference. The fundamental idea of CR- Reranking lies in the fact that the semantic understanding of video content from different modalities can reach an agreement. Actually, this idea is derived from the multi-view learning strategy [17-20] a semi-supervised method in machine learning. Multi-view learning first partitions available attributes into disjointed subsets (or views), and then cooperatively uses the information from various views to learn the target model. Its theoretical foundation depends on the assumption that different views are compatible and uncorrelated. In our context, the assumption means that various modalities should be comparable in effectiveness and independent of each other. Multiview strategy has been successfully applied to various research fields, such as concept detection. However, this strategy, here, is utilized for inferring the most relevant shots in the initial search results, which is different from its original role. CR-Reranking method contains three main stages: clustering the initial search results separately in diverse feature spaces, ranking the clusters by their relevance to the query, and hierarchically fusing all the ranked clusters using a cross-reference strategy.

**V. Proposed Work**

As we discussed in section II there are various approaches and wok available to optimize video search results and we found that few techniques fulfill the user requirement and still there is a scope for betterment.

**A. Problem Domain**

Our concluded problem is related to design a high performance video search engine that works with the user search query to identify the most relevant search results. For this purpose we need to deal with following problems:

1. User query understanding.
2. More exact definition creation by the end user.
3. Able to search with examples.
4. Reducing the search complexity for end user.
5. Reducing the search time and training time for improving the search results.

**B. Solution Domain**

Our framework is based on two different models for video search first concept based semantic and second multimodal fusion for defining constraints of video search. Here we provide some suggestion for implementation of a hybrid model that is based on CR- Reranking and Concept based reigning. The suggested solutions are as follows:

1. Apply the offline training method to extract images from video.
2. Building text mapping from this image objects.
3. Introducing semantics by defining user query image and more than one keyword applications.
4. Define the results on the basis of success and failure ratio.

**C. Proposed Framework**

The proposed framework is shown in fig. 1. Here we are planning to implement the complete search scenario in some small modules these are:

1. **Offline Training**
   
   In offline training input video is provide to system and extract some images from video, use the keyword database to introduce image definition and used to get relativity of image keywords and video definition. Here a feedback is collected by the system to improve semantics.

2. **Search Query**

   Introduces the AJAX based schemes to help for writing query for video using text and images.

3. **Search Results**

   Introduces the search results in steps to filter unwanted or unmatched search results and to bring the most relevant documents on the top of the result list.

4. **Performance Analysis**

   The system performance will be measured in the form of success and failure ratio, where failure ratio represents the relevant shots that are lost and irrelevant shots that are appeared after our reranking scheme. These two parameters are known as lost query results and ghost query results. Additionally the success of the system is calculated as amount of correct results/total results in the category.

---

**Fig. 1: Proposed Framework**

---
VI. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper our main goal is to analyze and review the traditional methods of video search and collect the facts by which we design and implement newer approach of the video search. After analysis we found the following conclusion over the traditional methods:

1. We get the two most popular and effective search techniques that produces accurate results.
2. We propose a new hybrid technique to get a newer model for video search.

In future we will implement this proposed Framework and simulate the results.
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